This year writing will be a major focus, it's important to understand grammar rules, without them you're writing is difficult to understand.

Once a week well begin class with one of these sets of M.U.G. sentences, M.U.G. by the way is an abbreviation of "mechanics, usage and grammar"
The cracked windsheild along with the ripped upholstery and rusty body, made Erics car near impossible to sale.

Sally I need you to sit still while I trim you're bangs Sophia ordered.
preparing our dinner the smell of the chicken made Ben hungry

Thaddeus a brilliant student will probably get a higher grade then i will Toby remarked
To entice a kitten off of the roof Roberto opened a tin of tuna fish immediately the kitten leapt for the treat and landed at Robertos feet.

Shreya hasnt paid her school library fine consequently she can’t neither lend more books or recieve her report card
My friend Chloe who never cooks at home decided to use her stove to store her extra shoes, unfortunately she forgot about her footwear when on a rare whim she decided to use the oven to bake cookies.

The stench of melting dripping rubber souls filled the apartments in the girls' building everyone evacuated.